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REASONS FOR DECISION

. By application dated 24 March 2016 the Applicant seeks restoration of Mining

Lease 52/803 which was forfeited on 22 March 2016.

, The forfeiture arose as a result of a non-payment of fine imposed for non-

compliance of reporting requirements (late lodgement of a Form 5).

° The Form 5 Operational Report was due to have been lodged on 4 November

2015 but was not lodged until 10 November 2015.

.

,

°

.

The $90.00 fine imposed as a consequence of the late lodgement was due for

payment of 22 March 2016. Due to an apparent administrative oversight the

fine was not paid until 24 March 2016, three days late.

The Applicant submits that the mining lease is an important integral part of the

company's Coobina Project and is currently being assessed as part of a

Retention Licence application (R52/7).

The Applicant submits that the late payment is not of sufficient gravity to

warrant forfeiture or non-restoration of the mining lease.

The Application for Restoration was the subject of an objection filed by

Phosphate Australia Pty Ltd. That objection was withdrawn, by consent, on

6 July 2016.

The Law

8.    $97A of the Mining Act provides:

"9 7/1. Application for restoration of mining tenement after forfeiture

(1) Subject to subsection (2), where a mining tenement is forfeited under
or by virtue of section 96, 96A or 97 a person who was, immediately
prior to the forfeiture, the holder of the tenement concerned may
apply for the mining tenement to be restored to him and the
forfeiture cancelled.

(2)   Where the forfeiture was occasioned by non-compliance by the
holder with an expenditure condition applicable to the tenement and
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results from an application made by a person, not being a person
acting on behalf of the Department, subsection (1) does not apply.

(3)

(4)

(7)

(6)

An application under subsection (1) --

(a)  shall be in the prescribed form and made within the prescribed
time; and

(b)  shall be lodged in the prescribed manner," and

(c)  shall be accompanied by the prescribed application fee,

and the applicant shall at the request of the warden furnish such
other information, or such evidence in support thereof as the
warden may require but the warden shall not require information or
evidence relating to assays or other results of any testing, sampling
or other mining operations that the applicant may have carried out
on the land the subject of the application.

Within 14days after the lodging of such an application under
subsection (1),  the applicant shall serve such notice of the
application as may be prescribed on any person who has since the
forfeiture made application for a mining tenement in respect of the
land or any part of the land to which the application relates and on
such other persons as may be prescribed.

An application under subsection (1) shall be heard by the warden on
a day appointed by him.

A person who desires to object to the granting of an application
made under subsection (1) shall lodge within the prescribed time
and in the prescribed manner a notice of objection and he may be
heard by the warden in opposition to the granting of the application.

(a)

(b)

On the hearing of an application made under subsection (1) the
warden --

in a case to which section 96 applies, shall determine the
application and make such order as he thinks fit and may --

(i)   grant the application and restore the mining tenement to
the former holder," or

grant the application and restore the mining tenement to
the former holder subject to such further or other
conditions as the warden may specify," or

(iii)  refuse the application; and

in any other ease, shall as soon as practicable thereafter
transmit to the Minister for his consideration the notes of
evidence and any maps or other documents referred to therein,
and his report recommending the granting or reJusal of the
application together with his reasons for the recommendation.

On receipt of notes of evidence and any maps or documents
transmitted to him pursuant to subsection (7), the Minister may grant
or refuse the application for restoration of the mining tenement, as
he determines and whether the warden recommends the granting of
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,

the application or the refusal thereof and may impose on a mining
tenement so restored such further or other conditions as the Minister
may specify".

In the case of this mining lease the Warden's role is to make a

recommendation to the Minister. After receiving the recommendation the

Minister may grant or refuse the Application for Restoration.

10. The relevant principles applicable to Applications for Restoration were

carefully examined by the Warden in BRGM Nominees Pry Ltd v Hake

(unrecorded Kalgoorlie  Wardens  Court,  26  October  1988,  noted

8 AMPLA Bull 17) ("BRGM"). They are helpfully summarised in "Hunt

on Mining Law of Western Australia" (5th edition, 2015, Hunt, Kavanagh

and Hunt);

In BRGM the Warden said that in determining whether or not the
mining lease should be restored consideration should be given to the
Applicant's explanation for the non-payment of rent, the degree of lack
of care on the part of the holder in attending to payment of rent, and the
existence of any special circumstances.   As a matter of general
principle, at the outset none of these considerations should be given any
greater priority than any other. The facts of each particular case will
determine where the emphasis should be placed.

The Warden went on to say that when determining whether any special
circumstances exist, the court should give consideration to the length of
the time the holder has held the tenement, the expenditure incurred in
any years before the date upon which the rent became payable, whether
the holder has delineated an ore body, whether the holder has caused
the necessary arrangements to be made for a mining operation to
commence, whether the holder was actually carrying out a mining
operation on the tenement, the size of any planned mining operation or
any existing mining operation, and generally the prejudice that would
be suffered by the holder if the tenement was not restored.  Whether
special circumstances exist or not depends on the facts of each
particular case. "

11. Whilst most of the reported cases dealing with restoration have arisen following

forfeiture of a tenement because of a failure to pay rent, in my view the

principles are equally applicable to the present circumstances where the

forfeiture arises due to the non-payment of a fine.
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The Evidence

12. The Applicant's Tenement Manager, Mr Darren Michael McAulay, has filed an

affidavit in support of its application.  The affidavit identifies the following

salient features of this particular case:-

The non-payment of the fine was due to administrative error and was

contrary to a demonstrated history on the part of the Applicant of paying

all fines immediately upon receipt of the Notice of Intention to Forfeit

from the DMP.

ii. In this particular instance, and because of competing workloads, rather

than process the fine immediately, details of the Notice of Intention to

Forfeit were entered into the tenement's database for a reminder

notification to be issued at a later date.  An error was made in the

selection of the alert date, when April rather than March was entered as

the due month.

iii. This clerical error also applied in relation to two other mining leases

(M52/798 and M52/804) held by the Applicant. As a consequence of the

data input error and the non-payment of the fine, each of the three

mining leases were forfeited at midnight on 22 March 2016.

iv. The Applicant became aware of the forfeiture on the morning of

24 March 2016 and immediately took the steps to rectify the situation,

by payment of the fine.

13. The Restoration Applications for M52/798 and M52/804 have previously been

considered and recommended for a grant by a Warden with the Minister

granting the Restoration Applications, gazetting such determination on 8 July

2016.

14. It is submitted that the mining lease is important to Process Minerals

International Pty Ltd - no further information is provided nor is there any

contrary evidence.
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RE COMMENDATION

15. In my view the Applicant has provided a satisfactory explanation for the non-

payment of the fine and the degree of lack of care on the part of the tenement

holder in respect of that non-payment is at the lower end of the scale.

16. In my view, the Application for Restoration ought be the subject of a

recommendation for grant by the Minister.

Warder          aughan
21 July 201t
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